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Tiny, but talented
Wadlbüttelbrunn – March 5, 2012: Steinigke Showtechnic enlarges its Eurolite TMH
family and presents 8 remarkable newcomers at the prolight+sound. Meanwhile a
dozen of these small, but very powerful Tiny Moving Heads are available – a huge
selection which meets the most different demands.
The TMH series consists of 12 different Moving Heads having two things in common: they
are gratifyingly tiny and shine thanks to LEDs – and at really anything but a weak level.
The small size of the moving heads saves space during installation and transport. A low
weight additionally facilitates the task.
Versatile, small, powerful
But differences between the 12 models are persuasive as well. Considering number, power
and type of LEDs (TCL, QCL and so forth) the TMHs are varying. The construction itself also
differs (spotlight, washlight). On the basis of the various ingredients you will get unimagined
freedom. The freedom of a huge choice – perfectly fitting to your own demands.
Where to use the very accurate working TMHs is dependent on the respective unit.
Discotheques, bars, galas, exhibitions or smaller stages can generally be recommended.
Rooms with limited electrical and mechanical resources are suitable as well. In the end, the
TMHs hardly require space and power.
Flagships
New flagships are the washlight TMH-50, which features 24 quadcolor LEDs with 12 watts
each and the spotlight TMH-60, which shows a 60 watt LED, two gobo wheels, a rotating 3facet prism and a motorized focus. But also exotics such as the TMH-PK with pink LEDs or
the TMH-20 with LEDs of both sides of the head can be found within the series.
Steinigke at the prolight+sound: hall 11.0, stand A 11 + A 05.
More information on the Tiny Moving Head under www.steinigke.de/eurolite-tmh.
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